The use of conventional neutrino telescope methods and technology for detecting neutrinos with energies above 1 EeV from astrophysical sources would be prohibitively expensive and may turn out to be technically not feasible. Acoustic detection is a promising alternative for future deep-sea neutrino telescopes operating in this energy regime. It utilises the effect that the energy deposit of the particle cascade evolving from a neutrino interaction in water generates a coherently emitted sound wave with frequency components in the range between about 1 and 50 kHz. The AMADEUS (Antares Modules for Acoustic DEtection Under the Sea) project is integrated into the ANTARES neutrino telescope and aims at the investigation of techniques for acoustic particle detection in sea water. The acoustic sensors of AMADEUS are using piezo elements and are recording a broad-band signal with frequencies ranging up to 125 kHz. After an introduction to acoustic neutrino detection it will be shown how an acoustic array similar to AMADEUS can be used for positioning as well as acoustic particle detection. Experience from AMADEUS and possibilities for a future large scale neutrino telescope in the Mediterranean Sea will be discussed.
Deep-Sea Acoustic Neutrino Detection

Motivation
The IceCube detector [1] currently under construction at the South Pole and the KM3NeT Research Infrastructure [2] planned in the Mediterranean Sea will push the active target volume for neutrino detection towards the km 3 -scale. These detectors employ the well-established technique of detecting Cherenkov light from charged particle trajectories.
While no high energy neutrinos from astrophysical sources have yet been identified, predictions about their flux can be deduced from theoretical * robert.lahmann@physik.uni-erlangen.de models as well as from the observed cosmic ray spectrum.
Several models predict a neutrino flux above E 10 18 eV. Most prominently, Greisen [3] , Zatsepin and Kuzmin [4] (GZK) predicted that cosmic ray protons interact with the cosmic microwave background, which would lead to a cutoff in the observed cosmic ray energy spectrum at values beyond 10 18 eV. The Auger Collaboration has recently published results that are consistent with this GZK cutoff [5] .
The consequence of this effect is a neutrino flux which for a cubic kilometre neutrino telescope would be at the edge of detectability. Hence for the small fluxes of neutrinos with E 10 18 eV new approaches are required. One such approach is acoustic detection, which will be discussed in this paper.
The Thermo-Acoustic Model
The production of pressure waves by fast particles passing through liquids was predicted as early as 1957 [6] , leading to the development of the so-called thermo-acoustic model in the 1970s [7, 8] . Around the same time, the effect was investigated experimentally with proton pulses in fluid media [9] . According to the model, the energy deposition of charged particles traversing liquids leads to a local heating of the medium which can be regarded as instantaneous with respect to the typical time scale of the acoustic signals. Because of the temperature change the medium expands or contracts according to its volume expansion coefficient α. The accelerated motion of the heated medium produces a pressure pulse which propagates through the medium. The wave equation describing the pulse is [7] 
and can be solved using the Kirchhoff integral [10, 11] . Here p( r, t) denotes the pressure at a given place and time, c s the speed of sound in the medium, C p its specific heat capacity and ǫ( r, t) the energy deposition density of the particles. Attenuation of the signal during propagation can be introduced by substituting ∇ 2 p by ∇ 2 p + 1 ω0 · ∂p ∂t , with a characteristic attenuation frequency ω 0 in the GHz range [8] . The attenuation length decreases with frequency and is on the order of 5 km (1 km) for 10 kHz (20 kHz) signals.
The resulting pressure field is determined by the spatial and temporal distribution of ǫ and by c s , C p and α. The parameters c s , C p and α exhibit a substantial temperature dependence. Laboratory investigations of the thermo-acoustic effect with particle and laser beams in different liquids have been documented by several authors; a list of references can be found in [12] . The unique feature of the thermoacoustic sound generation -the disappearance of the signal at 4
• C in water, due to the vanishing α at this temperature -was verified in [13] .
The spatial and temporal distribution of ǫ is not accessible to laboratory experiments at the relevant energies E 10
18 GeV and hence is subject to uncertainties. Simulations depend on both the extrapolation of parametrisations for lower energies into this regime and on the transcription of simulations for extended air showers to showers in water. Fig. 1 shows a bipolar pressure pulse from a recent Monte Carlo simulation of neutrino interactions in water for a cascade energy of 1 EeV [14] . The amplitude was calculated at a distance of 1 km from the cascade in a plane perpendicular to the shower axis at the shower maximum. The cascades extend over a length of a few metres with a radius of only a few cm. In radial direction, i.e. perpendicular to the shower axis, the coherent superposition of the emitted sound waves leads to the propagation of the sound within a flat disk (often referred to as pancake) with a small opening angle. Assuming a linear dependence on the energy, the pressure pulse amplitude scales as
with the energy spectral density peaking around 10 kHz. The simulation (Fig. 1) shows that roughly half of the pressure pulse is produced within a radius of 1 cm (dot-pointed line) of the cascade, whereas the energy distribution within a radius of 2 cm (broken line) is nearly completely responsible for the final signal shape (solid line).
Acoustic Detection
Two major advantages over an optical neutrino telescope make acoustic detection worth studying. First, the attenuation length is approximately one order of magnitude higher for acoustic signals of cascades than for the Cherenkov light (order of 1 km to order of 100 m) when comparing the relevant fre-quency bands of the emissions. The second advantage is the much simpler sensor design and readout electronics required for acoustic measurements: No high voltage is required in the case of acoustic measurements and time scales are in the µs range for acoustics as compared to the ns range for optics. This allows for online implementation of advanced signal processing techniques. Efficient data filters are essential, as the signal amplitude is relatively small compared to the acoustic background in the sea, which complicates the unambiguous determination of the signal.
Intensive studies are currently performed at various places to explore the potential of the acoustic detection technique. In a recent survey [15] , an overview of these experimental acoustic activities is given; for the remainder of this paper, the acoustic detection system in ANTARES (AMADEUS) will be discussed.
The Acoustic Detection System of ANTARES (AMADEUS)
Goals
It is the declared main goal of the AMADEUS project to perform a feasibility study for a potential future large scale acoustic detector. To this end, the following aims will be pursued: -Long term background investigations (rate of neutrino-like signals, localisation of sources); -Investigation of signal correlations on different length scales; -Development and tests of filter and reconstruction algorithms; -Tests of different hydrophones and sensing methods; -Studies of hybrid detection methods. These goals were driving the design of the AMADEUS system, which will now be discussed.
AMADEUS as Part of ANTARES
AMADEUS is a part of the ANTARES neutrino telescope [16] in the Mediterranean Sea, which was completed on May 30th, 2008. A sketch of the complete detector is shown in Fig. 2 . ANTARES is located offshore, about 40 km south of Toulon on the French coast, at a depth of about 2500 m. It comprises 12 vertical structures, the detection lines (or lines for short) plus a 13th line, called Instrumentation Line or IL07, which is equipped with instruments for monitoring the environment. Each detection line holds 25 storeys that are arranged at equal distances of 14.5 m along the line, interlinked by electro-mechanical-optical cables. A standard storey consists of a titanium support structure, holding three Optical Modules, i.e. photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) inside water tight spheres, and one Local Control Module (LCM). The LCM holds the offshore electronics and the power supply within a cylindrical titanium container (cf. Sec. 2.5). Each line is fixed on the sea floor by an anchor (called Bottom String Socket, BSS) and held vertically by a buoy.
Acoustic sensing was integrated in form of Acoustic Storeys which are modified versions of standard ANTARES storeys, replacing the PMTs by hydrophones and using custom-designed electronics for the digitisation and preprocessing of the analogue signals. Details will be discussed in the following subsections. The three Acoustic Storeys on the IL07 started data taking when the connection to shore of the IL07 was established on Dec. 5th, 2007, the Acoustic Storeys on Line 12 (L12) were connected to shore during the completion of ANTARES in May 2008. AMADEUS is now fully functional with 34 of its 36 sensors working.
Description of the System
It has been a fundamental design principle of the AMADEUS system to make use of standard ANTARES hard-and software as much as possible in order to minimise the effort for design and engineering and to reduce the failure risks for both ANTARES and AMADEUS by keeping the need for additional quality assurance and control measures to a minimum. In order to integrate the system successfully into the ANTARES detector, design efforts in three basic areas was necessary: First, the development of hydrophones that replace the PMTs of standard ANTARES storeys; second, the development of an offshore Acoustic ADC and preprocessing board; third, the development of on-and offline software. These subjects will be discussed in more detail in Sections 2.4, 2.6, and 2.7, respectively.
The final system has full detection capabilities (such as time synchronisation and a continuously operating data acquisition) and is scalable to a larger number of Acoustic Storeys. It combines local clusters of acoustic sensors with large cluster spacings, allowing for fast direction reconstruction with individual storeys that then can be combined to reconstruct the position of a source.
Each Acoustic Storey is equipped with six acoustic sensors with interspacings on the order of 1 m. The Acoustic Storeys 2, 3, and 6 on the IL07 are located at 180 m, 195 m, and 305 m above the sea floor, respectively. Line 12 is anchored at a horizontal distance of about 240 m from the IL07, with the Acoustic Storeys positioned at a heights of 380 m, 395 m, and 410 m. With this setup, the maximum distance between two Acoustic Storeys is 340 m. Two of the six Acoustic Storeys are shown in Fig. 3. 
The Acoustic Sensors
Two types of acoustic sensors are used in AMADEUS: hydrophones and so-called Acoustic Modules (AMs, cf. Fig. 3) . In both cases, the sensors are based on piezo-electrical ceramics that convert pressure waves into voltage signals, which are then amplified for readout [17] . The ceramics and amplifiers are coated in polymer plastics in the case of the hydrophones. For the AMs they are glued to the inside of the same spheres used for the Optical Modules of ANTARES. The latter non-conventional design was inspired by the idea to investigate an option for acoustic sensing that can be combined with a PMT in the same housing.
In order to obtain a complete and uniform 2π-coverage of the azimuthal angle φ, the 6 sensors are distributed over the 3 AMs of the storey within a plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of a storey at angles of 60
• in φ.
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The three Acoustic Storeys on the IL07 house hydrophones only, whereas Storey 21 (counting from the bottom) of Line 12 holds AMs (cf. Fig. 2) . In Storey 22 of Line 12, the hydrophones were mounted with their cable junction, where the sensitivity is largely reduced, pointing upwards. This allows for investigations of the directionality of background from ambient noise, which is expected to come mainly from the sea surface.
Three of the five storeys holding hydrophones are equipped with commercial hydrophones 2 and the other two with hydrophones developed and produced at the Erlangen Centre for Astroparticle Physics (ECAP).
All acoustic sensors are tuned to be sensitive over the whole frequency range of interest from 1 to 50 kHz with a typical sensitivity around −145 dB re. 1V/µPa (including preamplifier) and to have a low noise level [18] . The sensitivity of a typical hydrophone is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of frequency and the azimuthal angle [19] . For a given frequency, the distribution is essentially flat on a 3 dB level. 
Offshore Electronics and Acoustic Data Acquisition
In the ANTARES DAQ scheme [20] , the digitisation is conducted within the offshore electronics container (LCM, cf. Sec. 2.2) on each storey by several custom-designed electronics boards, which send all digitised data to shore where data reduction is performed and the data is searched for events of interest. With its capability of timing resolutions on a nanosecond-scale 3 and transmission of several MByte per second and per storey, it is perfectly suited for the acquisition of acoustic data. In addition, in each LCM a Compass board measures the tilt and the orientation of the storey by measuring the three components of the Earth's magnetic field.
For the digitisation and preprocessing of the acoustic signals and for feeding them into the ANTARES data stream, the so-called AcouADCboard was designed. Each board processes the differential signals from two acoustic sensors, which results in a total of three such boards per storey. Figure 5 shows the fully equipped LCM of an Acoustic Storey. From the left to the right, the following boards are installed: The Compass board; 3 AcouADC boards; a Data Acquisition (DAQ) board that sends the data to shore; and a Clock board that provides the timing signals to correlate measurements performed in different storeys.
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The clock system is in fact capable of providing subnanosecond precision for the synchronisation of the optical data recorded by the PMTs. This precision, however, is not required for the acoustic data. 
The AcouADC-Board
The AcouADC-board is shown in Fig. 6 . It consists of an analogue and a digital part. The analogue part amplifies the voltage signals coming from the acoustic sensors by adjustable factors between 1 and 562 and filters the resulting signal. To protect the analogue part from potential electromagnetic interference, it is shielded by metal covers. The system has low noise and is designed to be -together with the sensors -sensitive to the acoustic background of the deep sea over a wide frequency-range. The dynamic range achieved is from the order of 1 mPa to the order of 10 Pa in RMS over the frequency range from 1 to 100 kHz. The analogue filter suppresses frequencies below approx. 4 kHz and above approx. 130 kHz. The high-pass part cuts into the trailing edge of the low frequency noise of the deep-sea acoustic background [21] and thus protects the system from saturation. The low-pass part efficiently suppresses frequencies above the Nyquist frequency of 250 kHz for the sampling rate of 500 kSamples per second (kSPS). Within the passband, the filter response is essentially flat with a linear phase response.
Every individual component of the complete data taking chain was calibrated in the laboratory prior to deployment. With the deduced transfer function of the system it is possible to reconstruct the acoustic signal from the recorded one with high precision within the sensitive frequency range of the setup.
The digital part of the AcouADC-board digitises and processes the acoustic data. It is designed to be highly flexible by employing a micro controller (µC) and a field programmable gate array (FPGA) as data processor. The µC can be controlled with the onshore control software and is used to adjust settings of the analogue part and the data processing. Furthermore, the µC can be used to update the firmware of the FPGA in situ.
The digitisation is done by two 16-bit ADCs for the two input channels. The digitised data from the two channels is read out in parallel by the FPGA and further processed for transmission to the DAQ board. The DAQ board then handles the transmission of the data to the onshore data processing servers.
In standard mode, the digitised data is downsampled to 250 kSPS by the FPGA, corresponding to a downsampling by a factor of 2. Hence the frequency spectrum of interest from 1 to 100 kHz is fully contained in the data.
Onshore a dedicated computer cluster is used to process and store the acoustic data arriving from the storeys and to control the offshore DAQ. This is discussed below.
Onshore Data Processing
AMADEUS follows the same "all data to shore" strategy as ANTARES; the offshore data arrives via the TCP/IP protocol at a Gigabit switch in the ANTARES control room, where the acoustic data is separated from the standard ANTARES data and routed to the acoustic computer cluster.
The cluster currently consists of four servers of which two are used for data filtering. The filtering has the task of reducing the raw data rate of about 1.6 TB/day to about 10 GB/day for storage. Currently, three filter schemes are implemented [22] : A minimum bias trigger which records 10 s of continuous data every 30 min; a threshold trigger; a cross correlation trigger, which searches for the expected bipolar signal of a neutrino. The filtering requires coincidences of several hydrophones on each storey and can be extended to require coincidences between storeys on the same line. All parameters can be freely adjusted. The concept of local clusters (i.e. the Acoustic Storeys) has proven very efficient for fast (online) processing. Furthermore, all components are scalable which makes the system extremely flexible. Additional servers can be added or the existing ones can be replaced by the latest models if more sophisticated filter algorithms are to be implemented. In principle it is also possible to move parts of the filter into the FPGA of the AcouADC board, thereby implementing an offshore trigger which reduces the size of the data stream sent to shore.
Just like ANTARES, AMADEUS can be controlled via the Internet from essentially any place in the world and is currently operated from Erlangen. Data are centrally stored and are available remotely as well.
First Results
Noise Measurements
The ambient noise level in the frequency range from about 200 Hz to 50 kHz in the deep sea is assumed to be mainly determined by the agitation of the sea surface, i.e. by waves, spray and precipitation [23] . To verify these assumptions, the correlation between the weather and the RMS of the ambient noise recorded by AMADEUS was investigated. Weather data at the Hyères airport at the French coast, about 30 km north of the ANTARES site, is continuously logged by the AMADEUS onshore software. New data is made available every hour.
An upgrade of the study performed in [12] is shown in Fig. 7 . Each point in the figure represents the RMS noise of a 10 s sample of data, calculated by integrating the power spectral density (PSD) in the frequency range from 1 to 50 kHz. The correlation between the wind speed and the hydrophone noise is found to be about 80%.
The results are consistent with those reported for other deep-sea sites in [24, 25] .
Positioning of Acoustic Storeys
A further important measurement with the AMADEUS system is the accurate determination of the relative positions of the Acoustic Storeys within the ANTARES detector (positioning). The ANTARES positioning system [26] uses transceivers (so-called pingers) at the BSS (cf. Sec. 2.2) of each line in combination with 5 acoustic receivers (positioning hydrophones) arranged along each detection line. The pingers emit tone bursts at 9 well-defined frequencies between 44 522 Hz and 60 235 Hz which can be used by AMADEUS to determine the positions of the Acoustic Storeys.
With 6 hydrophones, a complete reconstruction (position and three angles) of each Acoustic Storey can be done using the pinger signals. This is not only an interesting task on its own, but is in fact important for an accurate positioning of unknown sources as will be described below. The presence of the Compass boards (cf. Sec.2.5) allows for cross checks of the results. Figure 8 shows the signal emitted from one pinger as recorded by two sensors in the AMs of Storey 21 and by two hydrophones of Storey 22 of Line 12. One can clearly observe the different arrival times of the signal (corresponding to different travel times of the sound from the pinger) between the storeys. For the two exemplary sensors of one storey, the smaller differences in arrival times are also clearly visible.
Work on two methods for the positioning is currently in progress: First, the differences between the absolute time of signal emission and reception from several pingers are used to reconstruct the position of each hydrophone individually. Second, only the differences in arrival times of a pinger signal in the 6 hydrophones of a storey are used to reconstruct the direction of a pinger signal. Then the reconstructed directions are matched with the pinger pattern on the sea floor. The second method employs the same algorithms used for position reconstruction of unknown sources; this will be described now. Fig. 3, left) . Sensors 14 and 16 are located in different AMs, separated by about 120 • in φ (cf. Fig. 3, right) .
Position Reconstruction of Sources
Position reconstruction of point sources will be done by first reconstructing their direction from individual storeys and then combining the reconstructed directions from three or more storeys.
To find the direction of point sources, a beam forming algorithm is used [27] . It is designed to reconstruct plane waves, which for the geometry of a storey is a reasonable assumption for sources with distances 100 m.
The top plot of Fig. 9 shows an exemplary signal as recorded by the topmost Acoustic Storey of the IL07. Sensors 6 and 7, 8 and 9, 10 and 11, respectively, are attached to the same rod of the storey (cf .  Fig. 3) ; hydrophones with even numbers are located at the bottom. Signals arrive at the hydrophones positioned at the same rod almost at the same time, indicating that the direction of the source is close to horizontal.
The bottom plot shows the result of the beam forming algorithm. The intensity at a given solid angle corresponds to the probability that the source is located in that direction. Bands of increased intensity come from potential source directions where the signals from only two or three hydrophones coincide.
The most probable direction, at θ ≈ 5
• and φ ≈ −50
• is consistent with the intuitive interpretation of the top plot. 
Conclusions and Outlook
The AMADEUS system, which is dedicated to the investigation of acoustic neutrino detection techniques, has been successfully installed in the ANTARES detector. Except for its small size, the system has all features required for an acoustic neutrino telescope and hence is excellently suited for a feasibility study of a potential future large scale acoustic neutrino telescope.
AMADEUS can be used as a multi purpose device for studies of neutrino detection techniques, position reconstruction, and marine research; for the latter, which was not discussed in this paper, discussions with external partners with expertise in the field are ongoing.
First results were presented which demonstrate the potential of AMADEUS. In particular, the Acoustic Modules allow for acoustic measurements without additional mechanical structures which might be an option for KM3NeT.
